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INTRODUCTION

Dear Reader,

We are pleased to present to you our annual report and accounts for 2021. A year with important highlights and
achievements in our journey to stand with Indigenous communities worldwide in their battle against
deforestation and displacement. 

Since the start of People’s Planet Project, we have been working towards this moment: where we are able to
scale up our efforts in building a grassroots movement of Indigenous filmmakers and cartographers capable of
documenting illegal logging and land destruction. This year we have been able to successfully implement the first
in-person GeoStory Camp with the Kīsêdjê and Yudjá communities from the Xingu Amazon Basin in Brazil. As a
result, a group of 17 community members were trained in filmmaking and 11 in geospatial mapping, who are now
equipped with the right tools and skills to collect evidence of environmental destruction and violations of human
rights first hand. 

We have also made efforts to streamline our advocacy and litigation work in partnership with local environmental
lawyers through our newly designed human rights toolkit. The toolkit links filmmaking and mapping to human
rights in concrete terms. It provides our Indigenous partners with the key rights through which storylines can be
defined; these lenses are pivotal to creating impactful evidence-based stories that tie directly back to the
Indigenous rights and claims that have been violated. Our theory of change links Indigenous-created content to
decision-making spaces, and allows Indigenous peoples to claim a space within established legal contexts in order
to make their voices heard and fight for their rights in courts on their own terms. 



Indigenous peoples are among the most effective stewards of forests
and natural land, able to coexist with fragile ecosystems without
destroying or exploiting them, as they have done for centuries. However,
they are at the frontline of environmental destruction with their lands,
forests, and rivers being destroyed and polluted by commercial
industries. 

To address these problems of Indigenous rights violations and land
destruction, solutions need to prioritize Indigenous concerns and voices,
and most importantly be led by Indigenous activists. At a wider scale,
answers to deforestation, environmental destruction, and climate change
cannot be democratic without the inclusion of Indigenous peoples across
the globe. National exclusion from decision-making processes and the
lack of Indigenous voices in legal actions has global repercussions.

At People’s Planet Project, we link the power of multimedia to tell
complex stories with human rights activism on a national legal scale, with
the goal of ultimately using Indigenous-created content as evidence in
court cases regarding Indigenous environmental and land rights. This is a
field where it is paramount that Indigenous voices are heard, as the ones
being directly affected by environmental destruction globally, and the
ones at the frontline of the fight against it, but where Indigenous voices
and concerns are often sidelined in favor of ‘experts’ or mainstream
actors.



As our movement grows, we make sure that we adhere to our principles at every step. The end result cannot be
effective without principles of respect, consent, and autonomy being incorporated at every step along the way.
As People’s Planet Project has grown from an idea to a non-profit organization, we have put in place more and
more initiatives to ensure that we remain in alignment with our principles. Things like strengthening
communication channels with our Indigenous partners have all contributed to ensuring that the entire process
remains ethical. This has led to a network of local filmmakers, geospatial analysts, environmental lawyers, and
Indigenous activists who are committed to act swiftly on one of the biggest environmental problems of our
times. Each step we take in this journey will be done in close collaboration with Indigenous communities and
through consultations to make sure the communities are involved and perceived as rights-holders of the project. 

On behalf of the People’s Planet Project team,

Abdel Mandili
Founder and Executive Director 
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INTRODUCTION: OUR GOALS & VALUES

An estimated 18 million acres of forest, roughly the size of the country of Panama, are lost each year. Indigenous
communities are the first people to experience changing climates ranging from extreme droughts to long-lasting
rainfall causing floods and havoc. Indigenous forests are cleared for commercial purposes, releasing carbon into
the atmosphere to drive global warming while leaving Indigenous communities landless. Those communities are
left with no avenues to resist unsustainable land grabbing or address it on a local and global level.

We use the powerful tool of video to strengthen the rights of Indigenous communities. We empower young
Indigenous community members to tell their own stories through films and express the hardships they are facing
to secure ancestral forests, wisdom and cultural heritage. We combine film, geospatial data and Indigenous rights
advocacy through a network of environmental lawyers in order to achieve sustainable policy change on
Indigenous customary law and the preservation of tropical forests.

Our work to achieve these goals is based on the values of respect, collaboration, and listening, and is always
guided by our partner Indigenous communities. We are committed to full Free, Prior and Informed Consent in all
actions. 

PEOPLE’S PLANET PROJECT IS A GLOBAL MOVEMENT WITH THE GOAL OF
EMPOWERING INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES TO PROTECT OUR FORESTS AND
ITS BIODIVERSITY THROUGH PARTICIPATORY FILMS AND GEOSPATIAL DATA. 



Indigenous forests, land, language, traditions, and livelihoods are preserved and shared for future
generations of Indigenous peoples. 
Indigenous peoples are the creators of their own stories. 
A new framework for international litigation is inspired which promotes a different way of providing
evidence in court. 

People’s Planet Project has three overarching goals: 

A NEW FRAMEWORK FOR INTERNATIONAL
LITIGATION IS INSPIRED THAT PROMOTES A

DIFFERENT WAY OF PROVIDING EVIDENCE IN
COURT THAT PROTECTS INDIGENOUS AND

ENVIRONMENTAL RIGHTS

INDIGENOUS PEOPLES ARE THE CREATORS OF
THEIR OWN STORIES AND ARE ENABLED TO USE

VIDEO TECHNOLOGY AND SPATIAL DATA TO
PROVE THE VIOLATIONS OF THEIR RIGHTS

INDIGENOUS FORESTS, LAND, LANGUAGE,
TRADITIONS, AND LIVELIHOODS ARE PRESERVED

AND SHARED FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS OF
INDIGENOUS PEOPLES THROUGH  STORYTELLING



WOMEN TAKING ROLES
IN STORYTELLING IS

ACHIEVED WITH ACTIVE
CONSENT OF THE

COMMUNITY

HOLISTIC
NETWORKS ARE

FACILITATED AT ALL
LEVELS

COMMUNITIES HAVE
FULL OWNERSHIP OF

ALL CONTENT
ALL PROJECTS 

ARE CONDUCTED
WITH FREE AND

PRIOR INFORMED
CONSENT

    COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS
ARE DEVELOPED WITH A DEEP

RESPECT AND UNDERSTANDING
OF COMMUNITY TRADITIONS 

THE STORIES CREATED ARE
COLLECTED AND SHARED

ACROSS THE
PEOPLE'S PLANET PROJECT

MOVEMENT AS WELL AS OTHER
PLATFORMS, BUT REMAIN
OWNED AND USED BY THE

COMMUNITY AND ITS PARTNERS

LOCAL AMBASSADORS
AND NETWORKS ARE

INCLUDED IN CREATING
AND FACILITATING 
GEOSTORY CAMPS 

INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES
HAVE STRONG AND

SUSTAINABLE ADVOCACY
NETWORKS THAT ARE LED BY

THEM

PEOPLE'S PLANET PROJECT
CONTINUES TO BE A

POINT OF CONTACT FOR
COMMUNITIES AND THEIR

NETWORKS ALONG THE
LIFECYCLE OF A

CHALLENGE

STORYTELLING PROJECTS 
ARE ADAPTABLE AND ACTIVELY

COMMUNITY-LED, 
WITH PARTICIPANTS INVOLVED IN

SHAPING AND LEADING AT ALL
POINTS OF THE PROJECT 

COURT VERDICTS RECOGNISE
HUMAN RIGHTS,

ENVIRONMENTAL RIGHTS,
AND INDIGENOUS RIGHTS AS
INTERCONNECTED, AND ARE

RESPONDED TO IN
COMBINATION.

INDIGENOUS PEOPLES
CREATE SYSTEMIC CHANGE

IN LITIGATION BY BEING
SUCCESSFUL IN COURT

CASES THAT USE EVIDENCE
COLLECTED AND

PRESENTED BY THE
COMMUNITY 
THEMSELVES INDIGENOUS-CREATED

“NON-TRADITIONAL” MEDIA
ARE ACCEPTED AS

NORMATIVE IN COURT
CASES, AND AS VALID FORMS

OF LEGAL EVIDENCE

YOUNG INDIGENOUS
PEOPLES ARE INVOLVED
IN THE PRESERVATION

OF THEIR CULTURE AND
THEIR VIEWS AND

REPRESENTED IN THE
STORIES THEY CREATE

INDIGENOUS
COMMUNITIES HAVE
ACCESS TO RELEVANT

EXPERTISE AND
NETWORKS TO ADVANCE

THEIR SOCIAL,
CULTURAL, AND

ECONOMIC RIGHTS.

INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES
HAVE ADVOCATES WITHIN
THEIR COMMUNITY THAT
ARE EQUIPPED TO SHARE

LEGAL KNOWLEDGE TO
ADVANCE THE FIGHT FOR

THEIR RIGHTS

INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES
HAVE STRONG AND

SUSTAINABLE ADVOCACY
NETWORKS, FOCUSED ON

SOCIAL AND CULTURAL
RIGHTS, AND LED BY THEM

AN INCLUSIVE WORKING
GROUP OF INDIGENOUS

STORYTELLERS IS FORMED
WITHIN EACH COMMUNITY,

TO CONTINUE CREATING THEIR
OWN STORIESYOUNG PEOPLE FEEL

EMPOWERED TO CONTINUE
UNDERSTANDING AND

SHARING THEIR
TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE

BETWEEN COMMUNITY
AND THE WIDER WORLD

INDIGENOUS
COMMUNITIES  CREATE
INTERSECTIONAL FILM
CONTENT AND MAPS

THAT ARE CONNECTED
TO LEGAL RIGHTS 

EVIDENCE-BASED STORYTELLING
SKILLS AND TOOLS ARE

CONTINUALLY TAILORED TO AND
DELIVERED PENDING COMMUNITY

NEEDS

INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES
KNOWLEDGE OF LOCAL LAWS

AND HUMAN RIGHTS ARE
STRENGTHENED AND

CONNECTED TO FILM AND
MAPPING SKILLS

GLOBAL AWARENESS OF
INDIGENOUS ISSUES IS FOSTERED

FROM AN INDIGENOUS
PERSPECTIVE

CORE VALUES

VIA
TRIBALSTORIES 

A NEW FRAMEWORK FOR
INTERNATIONAL LITIGATION IS
INSPIRED THAT PROMOTES A

DIFFERENT WAY OF PROVIDING
EVIDENCE IN COURT

INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES
ARE EQUIPPED TO SHARE

EVIDENCE-BASED
STORYTELLING KNOWLEDGE

WITHIN INDIGENOUS
NETWORKS

INDIGENOUS PEOPLES
ARE THE CREATORS OF

THEIR OWN STORIES

INDIGENOUS FORESTS, LANDS,
LANGUAGE, TRADITIONS, AND
LIVELIHOODS ARE PRESERVED

AND SHARED FOR FUTURE
GENERATIONS OF INDIGENOUS

PEOPLES

INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES
ARE EQUIPPED TO SHARE

EVIDENCE-BASED
STORYTELLING KNOWLEDGE

WITHIN INDIGENOUS
NETWORKS

INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES 
ARE CONNECTED TO

ENVIRONMENTAL LAWYERS 
WHO CAN AID IN STARTING

COURT CASES

A DIVERSE NETWORK OF
ADVOCATES IS CREATED WITH
RELEVANT EXPERTISE, WHICH

WILL INCLUDE GEOSPATIAL
ANALYSTS, FILMMAKERS, AND
ENVIRONMENTAL LAWYERS.

PARTICIPANTS, 
INCLUDING MINORITY OR

UNDERREPRESENTED GROUPS, 
FEEL EMPOWERED TO

EXPLORE DIFFERENT VOICES
IN STORYTELLING AND

COLLECTING EVIDENCE TO
CREATE THOSE STORIES

IDENTIFY AND CONNECT
COMMUNITY LEADERS AND

ACTIVISTS FROM A RANGE OF
DIFFERENT SKILL SETS TO CREATE

LONG-TERM PARTNERSHIPS

THE TOOLS, KNOWLEDGE, AND
NETWORK NEEDED TO CARRY

OUT COURT CASES ARE ENABLED,
FOR COMMUNITIES TO BE ACTIVE
AGENTS IN LEGAL PROCEEDINGS

VIA
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Theory of Change

PARTICIPANTS FEEL EMPOWERED
TO EXPLORE DIFFERENT VOICES IN
STORYTELLING AND COLLECTING

EVIDENCE TO CREATE THOSE
STORIES

STORYTELLING PROJECTS
INTEGRATE PARTICIPATORY

FEEDBACK FROM COMMUNITY
STAKEHOLDERS AT ALL LEVELS
(BEFORE, DURING, AND AFTER

CONTENT CREATION)

OUR ULTIMATE VISION IS TO SEE A WORLD WHERE INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES 
CAN LIVE UNDISTURBED ON THEIR TERRITORIES.
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THEORY OF CHANGE

GeoStory Camps
Tribal Stories

People’s Planet Project’s Theory of Change has grown from our ultimate vision: To see a world where Indigenous
communities can live undisturbed on their territories. It will continue to grow in the future, as we learn, listen,
and adapt to the needs of the communities that we serve. 

The creation of a full Theory of Change is an important piece of PPP’s achievements in 2021: It will guide the
work that we do, and align all the components of PPP’s actions and intentions into one cohesive and holistic
vision. PPP’s team worked collaboratively over several months to draft and revise the approach and final
wording and visuals to ensure that PPP’s values, activities, and goals were represented honestly and would be
accessible to the communities we work with. The Theory of Change aims to highlight the links between different
pieces of work, and to clearly express how we work to achieve change.

Our main initiatives are:



The GeoStory Camp is the first piece. These are 12-day workshops, provided in the local language, which covers
the basics of documentary filmmaking and geospatial mapping. The Camps are structured through a teaching
curriculum on the basics of filmmaking and geospatial mapping offered to young Indigenous community
members in collaboration with the affiliated Indigenous associations, local filmmakers and geospatial analysts.
Two local ambassadors, a documentary filmmaker and a geospatial analyst, will be present in-person to teach the
workshop, which will be organised and hosted virtually by the People’s Planet Project team. All the necessary
equipment will be provided by us, shipped to the Indigenous associations.

All participants will learn to use the equipment: 4K video cameras, audio devices, editing software, drones, GPS
devices, and GIS analytics software; as well as storytelling techniques and ethical training. These hard skills and
equipment can continue to be impactful within and outside the realm of activism. The teaching curriculum is
complemented by a human rights toolkit, which links filmmaking and mapping to human rights in concrete terms.
It provides participants with the key rights through which storylines can be defined; these lenses are pivotal for
creating impactful evidence-based stories that tie directly back to violated Indigenous rights.

2021 IN RECAP

GEOSTORY CAMPS



PAST SUCCESSES

An infringement of their environmental and human rights by continued deforestation and destruction of their
land; and 
a pattern of outside representation of Indigenous peoples and issues.

By using the film and cartography as mediums of witnessing, communication, and activism, the GeoStory Camps
address two interconnected problems faced by Indigenous communities: 

The goal is to leverage the power of storytelling and GIS mapping to ensure Indigenous rights and protect forest
territories and their biodiversity. 

Our theory of change has been built inspired by recent victories in Indigenous and environmental activism using
media, film, and/or geospatial mapping. Indigenous communities have been resisting deforestation and land
grabbing for decades fighting for the world’s forests and rivers. Recently, several Indigenous communities have
won court cases regarding their rights and successfully protected their forest territories from land invaders. For
example, the Sejotang and Subah communities from Indonesia used drone footage as legal evidence in a
Constitutional Court trial to demonstrate that mineral and coal mining companies weren’t complying with free,
prior, and informed consent. Another successful example is the case of the Ogiek community from Kenya who
won a court case in 2017 and was marked as the first time storytelling got accepted in court. The government
was cutting down the forest and selling it in the name of ‘conservation’. Storytelling was used to prove that the
Ogiek community rely upon these territories for food, shelter, identity, and their very survival. The community
proved through storytelling that the Ogiek people have a conservation role, thereby helping to mitigate climate
change. These prior successful cases set a precedent for the future regarding the priorities of Indigenous
communities, building a framework that protects Indigenous forest territories. The GeoStory Camps will
contribute to this shift. The approaches used by these Indigenous groups have guided us to understand what is
or is not effective when it comes to using art, film, and mapping in legal cases, and to design the GeoStory
Camps and its related curriculum accordingly. 



Tribal Stories is an online evidence-based storytelling platform. It hosts the videos and spatial data from the
trained Indigenous communities who are on the frontline of deforestation in an accessible story-map format,
allowing Indigenous communities to reach a global audience. This content will be shared in an accessible story-
map format, integrating film and GIS components. The goal of Tribal Stories is to further educate an international
audience on the threats to Indigenous land, culture and existence, and to show the value of equipping
Indigenous peoples with the skills and opportunities to tell their stories on their own terms.

We hope that this platform can eventually become a springboard for Indigenous creators, allowing their voices
and stories to reach new audiences and creating opportunities not only for advocacy, but also further creative
pursuits in film and mapping.

TRIBAL STORIES



In 2021, People’s Planet Project successfully carried
out the first full GeoStory Camp workshop with the
Kīsêdjê and Yudjá communities living in the Xingu
Amazon Basin, in Mato Grosso, Brazil. This workshop
was planned and implemented in partnership with
Associação Indígena Kisêdjê and Instituto Piracema. 

The Kīsêdjê and Yudjá communities live along the
Xingu river of Brazil’s Mato Grosso region. The state
of Mato Grosso has been a target for agricultural
multinationals, specifically Brazil’s soy, corn and beef
production. The state has also become a frontier for
deforestation: it registered the country’s second
highest rate of deforestation, losing approximately
256,000 hectares of native vegetation last year.
Increased deforestation and encroachment from
agriculture, use of pesticides, resource extraction
industries such as mining, and ensuing pollution of
forest and waterways are immediate threats to the
wellbeing and existence of the Xingu riverine
communities, including the Kīsêdjê and Yudjá, and to
the biodiversity and forests of the Xingu basin. 

GEOSTORY CAMPS - XINGU



People’s Planet Project’s partnership with the two communities and with Associação Indígena Kisêdjê began
from the acknowledgement of these threats, and the identification of film and geospatial mapping as tools for
monitoring, data collection, advocacy, and legal change. In addition to the association, People’s Planet Project’s
ambassador Kamikia Kīsêdjê has been integral to this GeoStory Camp. The GeoStory Camp workshop was
planned in close collaboration with these Indigenous actors.  

To prepare for the workshop, various materials were created and updated, chief among them the film and
mapping curriculum and the human rights toolkit. Instituto Piracema, a collective of environmental lawyers in
Brazil, was irreplaceable in providing context-specific legal advice for the creation of the human rights toolkit. On
the film and geospatial mapping side, Julian Busquets (filmmaker at Veedro Films) and José Mauricio de Camargo
(independent geographer) helped define the curriculum and also took part in the GeoStory Camp as People’s
Planet Project’s ambassadors and the facilitators of the workshop. 

The GeoStory Camp - Xingu took place October 29th to November 11th, 2021. 28 participants from the Kīsêdjê
and Yudjá communities took part in the workshop, with 17 participating in the film curriculum and 11
participating in the geospatial mapping curriculum. One of the main challenges faced early in the workshop was
that the workshop participants had limited foundation knowledge of technology, which was not fully reflected in
baseline surveys carried out prior to the workshop. The curriculum had not been fully adjusted for their technical
entry-level. The workshop facilitators took this in stride and adapted quickly, making sure that the students
could establish the foundational skills needed to then gain in-depth knowledge of film and mapping. 

GeoStory Camp - Xingu was possible thanks to the support provided by several foundations: the Roddenberry
Catalyst Fund, Haëlla Foundation, Alert Fonds, and The Pollination Project. 





MARCH 2022: FOLLOW-UP
WORKSHOP XINGU

Due to unforeseen circumstances which cut
short the first GeoStory Camp of October-
November 2021, in March of 2022, a follow-
up workshop was held to expand upon the
skills learnt in the first workshop. The same
28 participants returned to deepen their
understanding of storytelling and narratives
through film and mapping, and further explore
their technical skills in filming, mapping,
editing, and producing finished content.
Details of this work will be provided in the
next annual report. 



Funding for this project is provided by the JAC Trust. 
GeoStory Camps - Orang Rimba is planned for 21 May to 3 June 2022. 

At the end of 2021, People’s Planet Project was in the process of planning a second GeoStory Camp in
partnership with the Orang Rimba community of Indonesia. This intricate and responsive process included
initiating and developing a collaboration with our partners on the ground, the Sokola Institute, to enable planning
of a fully curated workshop that responds to the learning and cultural needs of participants. 

Indonesia is home to some of the largest intact rainforests in the world, which are relied upon by Indigenous and
local peoples. They are also widely recognized as biodiversity hotspots, housing dozens of endangered species.
However, these forests are under serious threat from rapid expansion of palm oil plantations and pulp and paper
industries. Since the 1970s, many Indigenous peoples, including of the Orang Rimba, have been at risk of being
displaced from their traditional lands by logging companies and palm oil plantations, and for some time have
been the target of government settlement projects. 

Living in the Jambi region in South Sumatra, the Orang Rimba face immediate threats of displacement from their
land which is threatening their traditional customs, food supplies, and their very survival. Chief among the causes
are the accelerating deforestation by infrastructure projects and palm oil monoculture. Altogether Sumatra lost
56% of its forest land over the last 31 years, equivalent to 14 million hectares of deforestation, mainly to palm oil
plantations (data from Eyes On The Forest). In addition, the Indonesian government is failing to protect the rights
of the Orang Rimba, who have proven to be the best guardians of Sumatra’s rainforests and its biodiversity. Now
the tribe is facing a crucial window of opportunity to safeguard their forest territory and existence, which is
further threatened by yearly forest fires to clear Indigenous land to meet the rising global demand for palm oil
and the open-access provided by local authorities to extractive industries. 

GEOSTORY CAMPS - ORANG RIMBA



LINHA DE FRENTE

People’s Planet Project (PPP) has started the
production of a feature-length participatory
documentary film entitled Linha De Frente,
which follows the heroic story of Kamikia.
His journey to become the first
internationally known Indigenous filmmaker
from Xingu started with an inventive self-
made camera that he created as a child from
materials that he could find from the forest.
Now, Kamikia is armed with his camera on
his journey to protect the Xingu Indigenous
territory from extinction.

More information about Linha De Frente will be released soon on
our website. 

LINHA DE FRENTE



L I N H A  D E  F R E N T E



PARTNERSHIP WITH WATERBEAR

In December 2021, People’s Planet Project joined the WaterBear Network as an official
NGO partner. WaterBear is a new streaming-for-impact platform from the makers of
the Oscar-winning documentary “My Octopus Teacher”. The award-winning
documentaries and short films hosted on the platform cover a wide range of topics such
as environment and climate change, politics, health, advocacy, culture and community,
human rights, and more, focused on social change and positive impact.

The WaterBear Network offers this content for free. It also provides an opportunity to
connect with over 100 organisations like People’s Planet Project and learn how you can
make a difference. 

You can sign up to WaterBear here. 

http://www.waterbear.com/


SAVE OUR PLANET: 
A PEOPLE’S PLANET PROJECT PODCAST

Hosted by Stephanie Septembre, Save Our Planet is a podcast structured around
conversations with leading Indigenous activists, legal experts, environmental
researchers and human rights advocates. Since September 2021, eleven episodes have
been released, with many more to come. This series has so far spoken on case studies
from Papua New Guinea to Brazil, from Costa Rica to the Congo. These conversations
have provided valuable insight into different aspects of Indigenous and environmental
rights advocacy, with the intent of engaging the general public and raising awareness
about issues that are generally overlooked by mainstream media. Each episode ends
with a call to action that provides listeners with tangible ways to support Indigenous
communities. 

You can access all episodes of Save Our Planet here. 

https://open.spotify.com/show/7GL2ENAgakjtO9MWSCVt5Y


ADVISORY BOARD AND 
GOVERNANCE

Comprising representatives from the film industry, academic institutions, Indigenous activists and lawyers, the
Advisory Board is responsible primarily for strategy and oversight of the Management Team who are responsible
for the daily operations of People's Planet Project. Members of the Advisory Board do not receive a salary or any
other compensation for their work, and typically meet twice a year to discuss the long-term strategy. The
following list includes all members of the Advisory Board in 2021:

- Jérémie Gilbert, Advisory Board Member 

Jérémie Gilbert is a Professor of Human Rights Law. His main area of research is on the rights of Indigenous
communities, particularly their rights to land and natural resources. Jérémie has worked with several Indigenous
communities across the globe and regularly serves as a consultant for several international organizations
supporting Indigenous rights. As a legal expert, he has been involved in providing legal briefs, expert opinions and
carrying out evidence gathering in several cases involving Indigenous peoples’ land rights across the globe.



- Marine Calmet, Advisory Board Member

Marine Calmet is a lawyer and environmentalist, committed to the recognition of the rights of nature and
Indigenous peoples. She is the co-founder of Wild Legal, a nonprofit organization that promotes the study,
practice and advancement of environmental law. Marine is committed to igniting new effective responses to the
ecological problems that surround us.

- Julian Busquets, Advisory Board Member

Julian Busquets is an award-winning documentary film director who started Veedro Films, a film production
company in São Paulo. Julian is known for working directly with Indigenous tribes throughout the Brazilian
Amazon. He is currently in post production for “The Spirit of Tatá”, a feature-length documentary about a 103-
year-old shaman from the Yawanawá Tribe. Julian's hands-on experience also led to a documentary about the
“Guardians of the Forest” from the Guajajara Tribe, premiered on Good Morning America in conjunction with the
ABC News Investigative Unit.

- Abdel Mandili, Executive Board Member 

Abdel Mandili founded People’s Planet Project with the aim to assist Indigenous communities in their battle
against deforestation. He has focused on raising awareness of issues about climate change and Indigenous
livelihood destruction through his work as a filmmaker. His most recent documentary ‘The Indigenous Quest’ is
about the massive forest loss in Borneo caused by big multinationals to clear land for palm oil plantations at the
cost of Indigenous customary lands.



AUDITED 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

















LOOKING TO THE FUTURE

In 2022 and 2023, People’s Planet Project plans to continue expanding the GeoStory Camps global network. In
particular, we have already set up partnerships and are in communication with Indigenous communities in Papua
New Guinea, Tanzania, India and Peru. These communities face immediate threats to their land, livelihoods and
culture, and we have worked with them to identify film and mapping as valuable tools for advocacy and legal
change in favor of Indigenous rights. 

We believe in intentional and long-term partnerships built on trust and understanding, so prior to connecting
with particular communities who want to engage in our programs, we initiate strong connections with local
ambassadors and institutions in the respective country. This enhances our in-country network prior to delivering
any tangible work with communities, and are the foundations on which our movement is built. 

This foundational work includes in-depth research of communities, issues, legal parameters, and locations with
high-needs or high-impacts; outreach to engage ambassadors from a range of skill sets to be points of contact
along the lifecycle of a collaboration; and deep consultation with communities prior to engaging in GeoStory
Camps or other programs.

The coming years, People’s Planet Project will focus on providing support for the evidence-gathering process for
our current Indigenous partners, providing follow-up workshops as necessary, and proceeding strongly with the
litigation phase of all of these GeoStory Camps. We will be working closely with our Indigenous partners and
local environmental lawyers in order to begin court proceedings to protect Indigenous land and rights. 



People's Planet Project is a nonprofit registered in The Netherlands under RSIN: 860079363 


